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CHAPTERS OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 1
MEN’S STYLES
A - Drawing on paper
• Geometric layout for shoes, ankle boots, low boots
• Exercices of sketching with different proportions and views
• Colour rendering
B - Drawing on last (by taping or vacuum)
• Drawing construction lines on last
• Learning proportions and measures of styles
• Drawing styles: Derby, Oxford, Loafer, Sneaker, Sandal

CHAPTER 2
WOMEN’S STYLES
C - Drawing on paper
• Geometric layout for shoes, ankle boots, low boots, knee boots
• Exercices of sketching with different proportions and views
• Colour rendering
D - Drawing on last (by taping or vacuum)
• Drawing construction lines on last
• Learning proportions and measures of styles
• Drawing styles: Pump, Derby, Oxford, Loafer, Sneaker, Sandal
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Introduction
There are no precise prerequisites to become a Footwear Designer. Most important are
passion and intuition. One must be open-minded and know that there is a constant
learning process.
Some of the special skills needed include a knowledge of basic footwear pattern drafting,
illustration and technical drawing, computer skills and marketing competencies.
A Footwear Designer should be curious and be able to spot current and new fashion
trends. Paramount is the ability to visualize, conceptualize, and create.
At least two months prior to creating a new collection, a good designer should be traveling
to New York, London, Paris, Milan, Florence, Madrid, Barcelona, Amsterdam and Tokyo
(out of many others) to track all types of footwear trends.
They should attend all the important leather and footwear component fairs and textile
exhibits. The retail scene should be examined monthly for upcoming trends. They should
also attend local meetings with sales representatives to determine what is actually selling.
A designer starts a collection based on a series of last and heel heights and shapes. There
might be more than one construction in the collection. The collections can be based on a
theme, silhouette, material, color, ethnic or cultural influence. After designing mini
groups within the collections, materials and colors are chosen. The collection then
undergoes a continuous editing process. Designers work closely with last, heel and sole
factories, tanneries and textile firms, as well as jewelry, ornament and trim suppliers.
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A - Drawing on paper
There is an easy way to draw footwear on paper without losing proportions and giving a
nice appearance.
The matter is creating a template to be used for men’s and women’s footwear.
It is a sequence of measures linked each other to trace a proportionate silhouette of the
idea of the shoe we want to design.
These are examples of footwear from a side view.
A basic layout of a structure of a proportionate footwear is fundamental to allow
technicians to interpret and translate style into technical lines and so patterns

Trace a horizontal line AB and a
vertical BC too.
C point corresponds to the heel height
desired and is measured from point B

Divide AB length by two and find
point D.
Divide again DB segment and find
point E’.
From point C measure 1/5 of the
length of AB and find point F along
the vertical line starting at B.
Join, then, by a new line points F to
A.
Measure DC and find a new point
called C’ along line AF, as shown by
the dashed line and arrow.
Once found C’ repeat the same
measurement to find point I along the
line AF again.
Divide, now, the measure of the
segment C’F by two and find point G.
The same measure between GF must
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be repeated along the bottom line AB
in order to find a new point named H.
Join, now, by a line points GC and
CH.
Than smooth as per the diagram
(dashed area).
Trace a vertical line from point E’ to
determine points E and X.
From point E repeat upward measure
AD in order to find Y.
Then, join Y and I.
Measure DI must be equal to DE’

Points H H’ H’’’ show different
widths of the heel, more casual or
dressy.
The dashed areas are examples on
how to draw the toe, the outside waist
and the heel profile.

The sketch of a pump on this side
puts in evidence the way to join
different points of the layout by
curves.
Points H and H’ represent the heel top
piece width.
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The same construction can be used
for different styles by taking into
account of geometry and appeal as
well.

When a three-quarters view is
required
the designer can used the same
construction and only change the
perspective of the heel and giving a
proportionate toe volume.

This is an example on how the
description of the layout is used to
draw flat heel women’s shoes or
men’s as well.
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These are examples of sketches from the top view.
Again, this construction, which is easier to remember than the previous one,
allows a proportionate design for every desired style.
Initially, the geometric layout must be drawn as a guideline, but after some experience,
when skills improve, one can directly design a 2D footwear with no more help.
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When drawing knee boots two constructions are needed.
One for a closed fitting shaft and another for the wide fitting style.
Few variations only can be followed to achieve a proportionate design.
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Here are other solutions for drawing ankle boots and low boots for men’s and women’s
too.
Fundamental is to be aware that these standardized layouts can be modified by following
the updated fashion trends.
By changing few details of this layout is
possible to convert the construction of a
close fitting low boot into a wide fitting one
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A particular construction is used when
drawing a men's or women's Derby.
Because of the shape and height of
quarters the look and proportions can
change to give a different appeal

A two-step sequence for a dual
construction. Men's low boots for both
close or wide fitting need small
variations in order to proportionate
accurately the final sketch
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The Chelsea style, a wide fitting low boot
construction and a following example can
give the idea on how easy is to make
proportionate sketches but, above all, how
this method is versatile to be adapted to
any designer’s requirement .
Do not forget these diagrams only want to
give the idea of what is possible to achieve
when one needs to begin drawing shoes or
when a designer wishes to improve and
customize techniques and proportions
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B - Drawing on last
Marking reference lines and points on the outside surface of the last, allows to be guided
when footwear upper styles have to be located. Every point follows a particular rule and
proportion such as the Derby point, the Quarter Height, the Top Line Curve, the Toe Cap,
the Loafer Point and so on. Learning these rules means drawing proportionate and well
fitting styles.
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There is another widely used system for drawing on last. The matter is preparing some
plastic covers by a particular vacuum machine. The only thing the footwear designer has
to do is having one last, placing it inside the machine near the hot coil, closing the cover
and run the pump.
The plastic sheet will lightly melt and turn to be soft and malleable. Making a perfect copy
of the surface of the last.
After, trim the excess of plastic and refine the 3D shape of the copied last.

This is the Vacuum machine widely used
for the preparation of vacuum copies of the
physical last. Made by a simple system od
coils, vacuum pump and a frame to hold the
palstic sheet, it will allow an easy job, fast
and useful at all stages of creation.

Place the last in the middle of the metal
perforated plate and hang on the white
plastic sheet almost in contact with the coil.

Press the moving frame from top, against
the last and at the same time operate the
vacuum pump.
The mallealble hot plastic will wrap around
the object found onto the metal base.
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In a few seconds the shaped plastic
sheet will cool down and we can trim
off the excess of material around the
last.

Here it is possible to understand the
result after this fast operation

Now, cut out the spare material just
along the feather edge of the last to
obtain the actual copy. According to
the design and the shape of the outsole,
the edge is fundamental for locating
line and components of the upper
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Remove, then, the vacuum cover and use it for sketching style just as if it would be the
actual production last.
The plastic “sample” is now ready to be used again for many other copies as long as the
designer needs.
One of the advantages of this process is that several copies of the last can be done for a
little price of tooling. Only one pair of lasts is required, at least at the beginning, plastic
sheets while the machine is used for a long time.
Besides, after creating and building up the whole collection, thanks to vacuum lasts a neat
and physical layout of the lines made by different lasts can be easily identified
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Footwear designers can, this way, create as much as styles they like without using plastic
lasts necessary for production in the factories.
It is also possible to work far away from the pattern maker and then ship the lightweight
covers worldwide.
The technique used for drawing is exactly the same explained in the previous pages. It is
however fundamental, to know the basics of technical footwear design in order to save
time when making the Standard and the patterns

Drawing the fore mean line and back mean
line is always the beginning of a correct
sketch on the last. Then style lines must be
added as per the more traditional way of
drawing onto the solid plastic last
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Here is another example of footwear design on the vacuum last for a women’s footwear.
However, once the design of the 3D footwear is ready, the pattern maker has to readjust the
lines, if needed, and use the masking tape to copy the style. Then, the shape must be
flattened onto pattern cardboard and the Standard is ready for pattern making
The sequence to follow is not different :

First trace a construction line from FP

Then draw the tongue and the main lines
of the vamp

By using the vacuum last with the original
copy as a support will make it easier

Quarter lines and details

Counter and back strap to complete the shoe

If needed, a black fine tip marker can
improve and define the design
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When every line has been highlighted,

it is better to redraw the fore and back center
lines considered as mirror axis for pattern
making

If required, but it is not necessary, details as and coloring can give a neat idea of what
stitchings
the shoe can appear lately

Although, the color given to the pieces is a detail which is used only when designers
operate far away from the production unit where,usually, technicians and pattern makers
have to focus only on the project style lines
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